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As a discrete manufacturer, are you still managing environmental product
compliance using manual processes? While this approach may have worked
initially, the growing number and complexity of today’s evolving requirements
necessitate a more sophisticated approach. What’s needed is a way to
protect product marketability while making compliance more effective and
less costly.
To address these complex issues, SAP offers
a proven solution for complying with many
requirements, including REACH, RoHS, and
the End of Life Vehicles (ELV) Directive.
Because our solution natively integrates with
SAP® Business Suite applications, you can
connect compliance processes with relevant
master data and design-to-delivery processes for an integrated, proactive approach to
compliance.

Consider the effectiveness of your current
processes. How quickly can your developers
verify that a design is compliant with the current and upcoming regulations in the markets
where you plan to sell it? As regulations change,
do you know which products need to be reevaluated and possibly redesigned? Can you flag
purchase orders that contain materials with
compliance risks in order to avoid write-offs?
Can you quickly generate accurate declarations
for as-built configurations when customers or
regulators request them?
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SAP and our partners offer services to help
ensure a successful implementation. You benefit from cross-industry experts who provide:
•• An understanding of the regulations and
obligations, combined with best practices
from many customer projects
•• A reference model for compliance business processes and controls that facilitates
blueprinting
•• Regulatory content (such as a master list
of substances by CAS registry number)
and lists with restricted and declarable
substances
•• Reporting templates, such as reports
from RoHS and formats for REACH article
33 declarations
•• Integration functionalities to merge
non-SAP software product data, such as
product designs, with natively integrated
enterprise resource planning data

In as little as a few months, you can deploy
functionality for product and REACH compliance, which is included in the SAP Environment,
Health, and Safety Management (SAP EHS
Management) application. This software lets
you perform material and product compliance checks, automate and track supplier
communications, support the design of compliant products, and generate reports. And
leveraging integration with functionality in
SAP Business Suite software, you can pro
actively address product compliance risks in
business processes spanning design, purchasing, quality, manufacturing, and sales.
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The software also links component materials
with vendor contact information pulled from
your master vendor data. This enables you
to contact relevant supply chain partners for
missing component or material information.
Armed with complete information about the
current compliance status of the components
and products, you are always ready to analyze current and potential designs, innovate
new products, and generate accurate, complete compliance declarations for customers
and regulators.

Using functionality for product and REACH
compliance, you can quickly identify and
understand compliance requirements across
your entire materials catalog. Because
SAP EHS Management is integrated with the
SAP ERP application, you can automatically
and directly compare your material master
data against what’s required to be compliant
with various regulations and customerspecific declaration lists. At any time, you can
generate a detailed analysis – down to the
material level – to determine whether a product, assembly, or component is compliant.

Embed product compliance

Meet product and material compliance
regulations for all industries, secure
your right to market your products,
and innovate to drive revenue growth.
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Because the data model includes the chemical makeup of raw materials, you can automatically assess the compliance for each
material. Assigning the raw materials to your
designed components allows for instant
compliance validation – minimizing your data
collection efforts with contract manufacturers. And when regulations or customer declaration requirements change, you can instantly
reassess your raw material specification
library to identify any components and products that may be impacted.

The product and REACH compliance functionality extends material master data to
include basic material and chemistry information. Materials specialists can maintain a
list of raw material and finish specifications
and manage their release for use in the design process. Each basic material specification includes details such as manufacturing
and performance attributes, environmental
and recycling values, and industry-specific
classifications, which are managed in a flexible, fully searchable database.

Embed product compliance

You can even attach documents
directly to the basic material
specification, such as official
industry spec sheets.
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Regardless of your data collection strategy,
the software’s integrated task management
functionality gives you full control and oversight over the entire process. Using the product’s powerful analytic reporting, you can
monitor the status of all information requests
and efficiently follow up on stragglers. The
dashboard also shows the autogenerated
scores assigned to vendors based on their
responsiveness to information requests.

After you determine which of your materials
and components are missing compliance
information, you can use the software to
streamline and automate vendor communications as you collect missing data from
those vendors. For example, you can streamline the request process through multilingual
e-mail templates, autoreminder functionalities, and dedicated data-collection campaign
management. And with a robust and flexible
autovalidation and structured framework for
automating the handling of incoming information about products from suppliers, you
can be confident that your supplier data set is
complete and accurate.

Armed with multilingual e-mail templates,
autoreminder functionality, and campaign
management, you can streamline and automate
vendor communications.
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The software’s compliance declaration data
model is very flexible. For example, you can
manage different levels of compliance – from
a simple yes-no analysis to a declarable substance list to full material declaration – all at
the same time. You can maintain third-party
or internal assessments, such as lab testing,
to determine compliance status. You can also
perform plant-level assessments. For example,
if you source a product component locally for
each plant – rather than using one supplier
for all plants – you can perform compliance
checks for each vendor to help ensure
plant-specific product compliance.

With product and REACH compliance functionality included with SAP EHS Management,
you can automate the evaluation of materials,
components, and products against thresholds
defined by different regulations and customers
and make informed decisions. For example,
you can analyze assessment data to determine if you can use certain materials in a
product design and still be under thresholds
for regulations impacting your markets.
The software supports multiple product-level
assessment methods and allows you to
exclude specific components (such as documentation or packaging) from assessments,
when appropriate. If you receive material or
component data from a trusted vendor, you
can simply accept it and make decisions
based on it.
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assemblies must be redesigned by the time
the exception period ends, and what customer
declarations are impacted.

With SAP software, you have a structured way
to generate accurate, complete reporting for
customers, regulatory bodies, and supply
chain partners. You can also perform queries
using the entire set of compliance information maintained in SAP EHS Management.
This enables you to support decision making
for a variety of reasons. For example, let’s say
you learn that a substance used in one of
your products will no longer be permitted in
products sold in a key market in six months.
You can then run a query to identify all of your
products that contain this substance, what

The automated compliance reporting enabled
by SAP software also helps you minimize audit
effort and support legal due diligence. For
example, when REACH compliance auditors
request to see your compliance processes
and data, you can intuitively and confidently
generate detailed reports. And because
regulators know that the software enforces
compliance, they are more likely to assume
a low risk of finding a problem.

Embed product compliance

When you provide reports and audit trails
to customers, supply chain partners, and
regulatory bodies, you can have confidence
in your data.
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With product and REACH compliance software, you can instantly perform compliance
checks at any point in the product lifecycle.
And integration with other SAP software lets
you trigger engineering and manufacturing
change management and other processes,
such as:
•• Incoming material inspections
•• Sales order checks
•• Service order checks
•• Process checks
•• Purchase order checks

Ensuring that a product’s design is compliant
is the foundation for meeting regulatory
obligations. But managing compliance risk
requires the integration of compliance processes into enterprise resource planning,
product lifecycle management, and other
applications.
SAP software, with embedded product compliance controls, provides a solid foundation
for a quality management system based on
IECQ QCO8000 and EN:2012 50581.

Embed product compliance

Native integration with SAP Business Suite helps
reduce risk of noncompliance through continuous
validation against as-built products.
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•• Decrease the cost of compliance –
Streamline the exchange of supply chain
data, reduce compliance check time, and
scale compliance support. You can also
detect hidden waste and potential supply
chain disruptions.
•• Rely on credible, auditable compliance
data – Generate disclosure reports for
authorities, supply chain partners, and
customers while gaining full visibility into
product compliance processes – even at
the substance or material level.

With SAP’s approach to product and REACH
compliance, you can:
•• Protect revenue – Comply with growing
and changing industry requirements and
standards such as REACH, RoHS, and ELV.
Support restrictions for supply chain–
specific substances and generate declarations for specific customers.
•• Safeguard and extend your brand – Improve
time to market and responsiveness by being
able to comply with new regulations more
quickly while protecting the continuity of your
supply chain.

Establish product compliance as a
core competency – and gain the
global visibility and information to
drive innovation and growth.
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Summary
Expanding product environmental requirements create challenges for discrete manufacturers. With the SAP Environment, Health,
and Safety Management application, you can
address a range of global compliance requirements such as REACH and RoHS – even as
these regulations change. And because our
solution natively integrates support for compliance processes with process support from
SAP® Business Suite software, you can link
compliance activities with master data and
your core design-to-delivery processes to
manage corporate risk.

Solution
•• Identification of compliance issues for
new and enhanced product designs
•• Ability to efficiently collaborate with and
collect data from suppliers
•• Generation of product compliance
declarations
•• Compliance risk management with
embedded controls for supported processes
Benefits
•• Protect and grow revenue by complying
with regulations
•• Preserve your brand by avoiding
noncompliance
•• Reduce the cost of compliance through
streamlined data exchanges and fast
compliance checks
•• Have credible, auditable compliance data
for reporting

Objectives
•• Manage environmental regulations and
customer requirements
•• Eliminate manual product compliance
processes
•• Reduce risk of lost revenue, supply chain
disruption, and brand damage
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Quick Facts

Learn more
Call your SAP representative, or visit
www.sap.com/lines-of-business
/sustainability/supply-chain-software.epx.
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